
FOG!    - The film.       Casting call!/Screen Tests 
–  for Amy, (look 20’s) Hugh (look in 50/60s) Phil (to look 30ish) 
 
TC productions are delighted to announce that with the interest and support of 
local arts organisations, they will be adapting the successful Opera House backed 
play Fog!, from stage to screen. With an expanded and developed new 

screenplay, the film is scheduled to shoot in May 2018. However, this professional 
production will be holding screen tests between September 29th to 2nd October of this year. 
 
The film synopsis  
FOG! Is a comedy drama about love and loss set in Jersey in 1967. Fleeing the world's press, 
aging, Oscar-winning Hollywood actress Katharine Hepburn flies into Jersey, just as thick fog 
descends. A personal scandal is about to break around her and she finds herself friendless, 
distressed and trapped in the island. Hugh, the plane’s Captain and his daughter Amy come 
to her rescue and offer the star sanctuary in their home. A chaotic, funny and life-affirming 
weekend ensues as challenges are faced and secrets shared. With Hollywood, constantly on 
the phone and the Press banging on the door, the unlikely trio gain mutual enlightenment 
and when the fog finally lifts, visibility is restored and all three are ready for take- off! 
 
The Casting Call/Screen Test – September 29th to October 2nd this year 
 
Amy – is a young woman at the crossroads of her life. At 20, she works as a secretary/pa for 
the editor of a local newspaper, whilst living with her recently widowed father, airline captain 
Hugh Spencer. Amy has a secret desire to be an actress and when she comes face to face 
with her idol, Hollywood icon Katharine Hepburn on a flight to Jersey, she can’t believe her 
eyes or her luck. Fate takes a hand and allows Amy to befriend the feisty star to their mutual 
benefit. 
 
Hugh is in his 50’s – an airline Captain based in Jersey. He is recently widowed, grieving for 
his wife Grace and living with his daughter Amy and cat Wizard. With the sudden eruption of 
a Hollywood icon into his quiet life, Hugh is exasperated, bemused and intrigued in equal 
measure. But soon finds they all have much to learn from each other. 
 
Phil –  is 30ish and is the (disliked by father) older boyfriend of Amy.  He is a local reporter, 
who after a tip off that Hepburn has fled to jersey to avoid a breaking scandal is determinedly 
on her trail and therefore (as far as Kate is concerned) is one of the bad guys. Amy’s loyalties 
are tested as she must keep each of them a secret from each other – which is no easy task! 
 
If you would like to have a friendly preliminary talk/discussion with a view to screen testing in 
September for any of these three roles, please contact 
 
Director - Andrea Earl –  phone 07797 863945 or email info@tcproductions.org 
 
Please note this is essentially a Jersey production, drawing (mostly) on local talent. It will be 
filmed entirely on location here. We have the perfect 1960’s house and nearer the time we 
will be after all things late 1960s (and before). CARS, Furniture, clothes, decorations props 
etc.       
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